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ABSTRACT
Supernova (SN) explosions deposit prodigious energy and momentum in their en-
vironments, with the former regulating multiphase thermal structure and the latter
regulating turbulence and star formation rates in the interstellar medium (ISM). How-
ever, systematic studies quantifying the impact of SNe in realistic inhomogeneous ISM
conditions have been lacking. Using three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations, we
investigate the dependence of radial momentum injection on both physical conditions
(considering a range of mean density n0 = 0.1 − 100 cm−3) and numerical parame-
ters. Our inhomogeneous simulations adopt two-phase background states that result
from thermal instability in atomic gas. Although the SNR morphology becomes highly
complex for inhomogeneous backgrounds, the radial momentum injection is remarkably
insensitive to environmental details. For our two-phase simulations, the final momen-
tum produced by a single SN is given by 2.8 × 105 M km s−1n−0.170 . This is only
5% less than the momentum injection for a homogeneous environment with the same
mean density, and only 30% greater than the momentum at the time of shell formation.
The maximum mass in hot gas is also quite insensitive to environmental inhomogeneity.
Strong magnetic fields alter the hot gas mass at very late times, but the momentum
injection remains the same. Initial experiments with multiple spatially-correlated SNe
show a momentum per event nearly as large as single-SN cases. We also present a full
numerical parameter study to assess convergence requirements. For convergence in the
momentum and other quantities, we find that the numerical resolution ∆ and the initial
size of the SNR rinit must satisfy ∆, rinit < rsf/3, where the shell formation radius is
given by rsf = 30 pc n
−0.46
0 for two-phase models (or 30% smaller for a homogeneous
medium).
Subject headings: methods:numerical – supernovae: general – ISM: supernova remnants
– ISM: kinematics and dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of supernova (SN) blastwaves to the interstellar medium (ISM) has been
appreciated for many decades (Cox & Smith 1974; McKee & Ostriker 1977). In recent years, it
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has become increasingly clear that accurate treatment of supernova remnant (SNR) evolution and
other energy inputs from massive stars is crucial not just for detailed models of the ISM and star
formation, but also for models of galaxy formation and evolution. SNe are believed to play the
predominant role in creating the hot phase and shaping the large-scale structure of the multiphase
ISM (e.g., Norman & Ikeuchi 1989; de Avillez & Breitschwerdt 2004; Hill et al. 2012; Hennebelle &
Iffrig 2014), in driving turbulence in diffuse gas (e.g., Rosen & Bregman 1995; Mac Low & Klessen
2004; Joung & Mac Low 2006), and in regulating star formation rates by maintaining the large-
scale turbulent pressure that limits gravitational condensation (e.g., Ostriker & Shetty 2011; Kim
et al. 2011, 2013; Shetty & Ostriker 2012). Particularly important, as we shall discuss below, is
the momentum injected to the ISM over the lifetime of a SNR. The role of SNe in dense, star-
forming molecular clouds is less clear; due to the time delay before SNe occur, other forms of star
formation “feedback” including protostellar outflows, the pressure of ionized gas in H II regions,
forces from direct and dust-reprocessed radiation, and the pressure of shocked stellar winds may
be of comparable or greater importance in driving turbulence and destroying massive molecular
clouds (see Krumholz et al. 2014; Dobbs et al. 2013, and references therein). Through their roles
in controlling star formation and launching galactic winds, SNe also regulate the internal structure
of galaxies and the cosmic evolution of galactic populations, and recent numerical simulations have
followed this with increasingly detailed treatments (e.g., Springel & Hernquist 2003; Stinson et al.
2006; Guedes et al. 2011; Agertz et al. 2013; Aumer et al. 2013; Hopkins et al. 2012a, 2014).
The expansion of SNRs in a uniform medium has been extensively studied via spherically
symmetric models and is well characterized by several familiar stages (e.g., Woltjer 1972; Draine
2011). The SN explosion event ejects material into interstellar space with typical kinetic energy
of ∼ 1051 erg and mass of ∼ 1-10 M. The ejecta expand freely as long as the mass swept up
by the forward shock is smaller than the ejecta mass (the free expansion stage). As the reverse
shock heats up the interior, the hot gas temperature and pressure become very high, and expansion
into the ambient medium proceeds with negligible radiative cooling. This is the well known phase
of evolution analyzed by Sedov (1959) and Taylor (1950) (the ST stage). In the ST stage, the
outer shock radius varies as rsnr ∝ t2/5, and self-similar solutions describe the interior structure
very well. As the temperature drops, radiative cooling becomes important, and a thin and dense
shell is formed at the outer edge of the SNR where the temperature is lowest and the density is
highest. After shell formation, a pressure-driven snowplow (PDS) stage occurs while the interior
hot gas has non-negligible pressure (e.g., Cox 1972; McKee & Ostriker 1977). After the interior
pressure is exhausted, the shell continues to expand and sweep up ISM gas as a momentum-
conserving snowplow. One-dimensional, spherical hydrodynamic simulations of SNRs with radiative
cooling confirm these main stages, also showing that simple treatments of the PDS stage (assuming
adiabatic evolution of the hot interior) are inadequate (e.g., Chevalier & Gardner 1974; Cioffi et al.
1988; Thornton et al. 1998; Blondin et al. 1998).
Although spherical models of SNR evolution in a uniform medium are well developed, direct
application to the ISM is questionable since the ISM in reality is highly inhomogeneous. Without
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SNe, the neutral atomic ISM would consist of two distinct phases, with dense cold neutral medium
(CNM) clouds surrounded by a diffuse warm neutral medium (WNM), as a result of thermal
instability (Field 1965; Field et al. 1969; Wolfire et al. 1995a, 2003). Where the CNM collects into
a large enough cloud that the interior is shielded from UV, it becomes molecular (see e.g. Sternberg
et al. 2014, and references therein), and molecular clouds themselves are highly inhomogeneous
because they are pervaded by highly supersonic turbulence (e.g. McKee & Ostriker 2007). The
addition of SN-driven shocks to the ISM makes its inhomogeneity even more extreme, producing a
third phase of extremely tenuous gas (McKee & Ostriker 1977; Cox 2005). Although observational
estimates are difficult, the hot ISM is believed to fill a fraction <∼ 30% of the Milky Way disk’s
volume (e.g. Ferriere 1998; Ferrie`re 2001; Ko¨nyves et al. 2007), with the majority filled by WNM
(and embedded cold clouds).
Since CNM clouds are two orders of magnitude denser than the intercloud WNM but the cold
and warm mass fractions of the atomic ISM are comparable (Heiles & Troland 2003), SNR expan-
sion will be altered compared to spherical models. Understanding the effects of cloudy structure on
SNR evolution requires multi-dimensional numerical simulations. As early efforts, effects of cloud
compression and evaporation have been implicitly considered in spherical numerical simulations
(e.g., Cowie et al. 1981; Wolff & Durisen 1987). However, most multi-dimensional numerical sim-
ulations have focused on the detailed evolution and fate of individual shocked clouds (e.g., Klein
et al. 1994; Mac Low et al. 1994; Fragile et al. 2005; Nakamura et al. 2006; Shin et al. 2008; Orlando
et al. 2008; Johansson & Ziegler 2013) rather than SNR evolution as a whole within the cloudy
ISM.
The dearth of systematic studies of the SNR evolution in the multiphase ISM via direct nu-
merical simulations has also had a serious impact on larger scale simulations. Without a model for
blastwave propagation in an inhomogeneous medium during weakly radiative stages, the momentum
injection from SN feedback is sometimes severely underestimated by considering just the momen-
tum of the immediate ejecta (e.g., Agertz et al. 2013). When SN feedback is modeled by thermal
energy injection, insufficient numerical resolution leads to the so-called “overcooling-problem” (e.g.,
Katz 1992), which artificially suppresses the dynamical impact of SN feedback to the surrounding
medium. Although it has long been considered a serious problem in galaxy formation simulations,
firm resolution requirements to avoid overcooling have not yet been quantified. Instead, many
studies simply adopt a prescription in which cooling is artificially turned off for a period of time
(e.g., Thacker & Couchman 2000; Stinson et al. 2006; Scannapieco et al. 2012). However, this
delayed-cooling prescription has the opposite problem of extending the ST phase to unrealistically
long times. The method adopted in Stinson et al. (2006), widely used in subsequent studies (e.g.,
Guedes et al. 2011; Brook et al. 2012; Stinson et al. 2013), disables cooling for the merging time
of McKee & Ostriker (1977), which exceeds the shell formation time by an order of magnitude.
This results in the substantial overestimate of the momentum injection and hot gas production by
SNe. To address some of these issues, Keller et al. (2014) have recently developed a (two-phase)
subgrid model to follow feedback effects from superbubbles, in which the proportions of hot and
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cold subgrid phases are controlled by thermal conduction, and both phases cool radiatively.
For the purposes of building analytic models of the ISM and star formation, and as inputs to
subgrid feedback models in numerical simulations of galaxy formation, two important quantities are
the total momentum injected by a SNR, and the mass of hot gas that it produces. The momentum,
which is transferred to the warm and cold gas, determines the amplitude of turbulence in the
volume-filling ISM, and also enters inversely in determining the large-scale star formation rate (e.g.
Ostriker & Shetty 2011; Kim et al. 2011). The hot gas produced by SNRs is important because it
may be able to escape the galaxy’s gravitational potential and drive a wind (e.g. Chevalier & Clegg
1985; Strickland & Stevens 2000). Although both quantities are important, momentum is more
easily characterized as it is conserved at late times, whereas the mass of hot gas steadily declines
once cooling has begun.
In this paper, we investigate the momentum injection to the multiphase ISM by SNe, using
direct three dimensional hydrodynamic simulations with cooling. We shall show that the total
momentum injection to an inhomogeneous medium is similar to that in a homogeneous medium,
with both comparable to the radial momentum at the end of the ST stage. This is an order of
magnitude larger than the initial momentum of the SN ejecta. We shall also provide firm numerical
conditions for resolving the ST stage (thereby obtaining the correct momentum injection and early
evolution of the hot medium) using standard finite-volume methods for hydrodynamics on a grid.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first summarize theoretical
models of spherical SNR evolution. We provide analytic estimates of the shell formation time and
key quantities (size, mass, velocity, momentum, temperature) of the SNR at this epoch. We
then carry out three different sets of simulations, with numerical prescriptions as described in
Section 3. We present results from three-dimensional, hydrodynamic simulations for single SNe in
a uniform background in Section 4. We delineate the detailed evolution and compare numerical
results to analytic models in Section 4.1, and provide a systematic parameter study to find numerical
convergence conditions in Section 4.2. In Section 5, we perform a similar systematic study for single
SNe in the two-phase ISM. An initial exploration of effects of multiple correlated SNe in the two-
phase ISM is presented in Section 6.1 Finally, in Section 7, we summarize our results and discuss
their implications. Here, we also relate our work to other recent studies, and discuss physical
limitations of our models and their potential impact on our conclusions. In the Appendix, we
present results from magnetohydrodynamic models analogous to those of Section 4, with a range
of background magnetic field strengths.
1 Although for single SNe, the momentum-conserving stage is typically reached well before the SNR radius ap-
proaches the scale height of the disk, this is not necessarily true for multiple SNe that drive a superbubble. If a
superbubble breaks out of the disk, then energy and mass will be vented to the halo rather than injecting momentum
to the ISM. In this work, however, we do not consider disk stratification and breakout.
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2. ANALYTIC THEORIES
In this section, we briefly review analytic theories for the dynamics of radiative SNRs. Here
we consider the simplest case of spherical expansion, for SN energy ESN and ejecta mass Mej in a
uniform medium with density of ρ0 (see Ostriker & McKee 1988 for a more comprehensive review).
In simple analytic models, each evolutionary stage of the SNR expansion can be approximated by a
power law expansion of the SNR radius in time as rsnr ∝ tη. The value of the power law exponent η
distinguishes four main stages of the expansion (e.g., Cioffi et al. 1988; Draine 2011): free expansion
(η = 1), Sedov-Taylor (η = 2/5), pressure-driven snowplow (η = 2/7), and momentum-conserving
snowplow (η = 1/4). At each successive stage, the exponent decreases as the available power to
drive expansion declines.
In the initial stage of evolution, the mass of the ejecta dominates the mass of material that
has been swept up from the circumstellar medium. Thus, the ejecta expands ballistically into the
circumstellar medium with nearly constant velocity vej = (2ESN/Mej)
1/2 so that rsnr ∝ t (η = 1).
The free expansion stage ends when the swept-up mass Msw = (4pi/3)ρ0r
3
snr becomes comparable to
the ejecta mass. By equating Mej = Msw, we obtain the end of the free expansion stage as (Draine
2011)
tfree =
rfree
vej
= 464 yr
(
Mej
3 M
)5/6
E
−1/2
51 n
−1/2
0 , (1)
for the SNR radius of
rfree =
(
3Mej
4piρ0
)1/3
= 2.75 pc
(
Mej
3 M
)1/3
n
−1/3
0 . (2)
Here, E51 ≡ ESN/1051 erg, and n0 ≡ nH/1 cm−3 where the hydrogen number density of the ambient
medium is nH = ρ0/(1.4 mH) for 10% Helium abundance.
After the reverse shock heats up the ejecta, the evolution of the SNR for t > tfree is well
described by evolution of an idealized, point source explosion since the pressure of the SNR far
exceeds the ambient medium pressure. To a good approximation, in this stage we can neglect the
ejecta mass, energy losses, and the pressure of the ambient medium, and the solution depends only
on ESN and ρ0; this defines the ST stage. Simple dimensional arguments imply that any length scale
in the solution at a given time t should be proportional to (ESNt
2/ρ0)
1/5. The internal structure
of the SNR in the ST stage is therefore given by a similarity solution with a similarity variable
ξ ≡ r/(ESNt2/ρ0)1/5. A detailed solution gives ξ0 = 1.15167 at the shock radius, when the specific
heat ratio is γ = 5/3 . We thus have the shock radius, shock velocity, and the immediate postshock
temperature during the ST stage given by:
rST = 5.0 pc E
1/5
51 n
−1/5
0 t
2/5
3 , (3)
vST =
2
5
rST
t
= 1.95× 103 km s−1 E1/551 n−1/50 t−3/53 , (4)
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TST =
3
16
µv2ST
kB
= 5.25× 107 K E2/551 n−2/50 t−6/53 , (5)
where µ is the mean mass per particles, and t3 ≡ t/103 yr (e.g., Draine 2011).
When radiative energy losses are no longer negligible, the ST stage ends. Cooling is strongest
immediately behind the shock where the density is the highest, and a cool dense shell bounding
the SNR forms. The shell formation time can be defined as the time at which the first shocked gas
parcel cools (e.g., Cox & Anderson 1982; Cox 1986). For a volumetric cooling rate nHneΛ(T ), the
cooling time tcool ≡ e/|de/dt|, where e is the internal energy, of the postshock gas is
tcool =
2.3
1.2
kTST
(γ + 1)n0Λ(TST)
. (6)
A gas parcel shocked at ts cools down during tcool and forms a shell at tsf = ts + tcool. The time
for first shell formation can be obtained by substituting for TST from equation (5) in equation (6)
and then finding the time ts that minimizes tsf :
tsf = 4.4× 104 yr E0.2251 n−0.550 . (7)
Here, we have used an approximate power-law cooling function Λ(T ) = C(T/106 K)−α with C =
1.1 × 10−22 erg s−1 cm3 and α = 0.7 that gives a fairly good fit for our adopted cooling function
in a range of 105 K < T < 107.5 (see Draine 2011). Note that alternative approximations for the
cooling function with α = 0.5 − 1.0 change the exponents for energy and density only slightly, in
the range 0.21 to 0.24 and -0.57 to -0.53, respectively. At the time of shell formation, the outer
radius, velocity, postshock temperature, and total swept-up mass are given by:
rsf = 22.6 pc E
0.29
51 n
−0.42
0 , (8)
vsf = 202 km s
−1 E0.0751 n
0.13
0 , (9)
Tsf = 5.67× 105 K E0.1351 n0.260 , (10)
Msf = 1680 M E0.8751 n
−0.26
0 . (11)
It is notable that the velocity, post-shock temperature, and total swept-up mass of the remnant at
the time of shell formation are insensitive to the ambient density. Physically, this is simply because
cooling becomes quite strong when the temperature falls below ∼ 106K and C and O acquire
electrons that can be collisionally excited (e.g. Draine 2011); reaching this temperature (and the
corresponding shock speed) essentially defines the radiative stage of a SNR (Spitzer 1978).
At shell formation, the shock stalls, and the hot gas in the outer portion of the SNR is
rapidly compressed into a cold thin shell. After shell formation, the shell is still pushed outward
by overpressured hot gas in the interior of the SNR. Under certain idealizations, this leads to a
so-called pressure-driven snowplow (PDS) stage. The equation of the motion for the thin shell in
the idealized PDS stage can be written as
d(Mshvsnr)
dt
= 4pir2snr(Phot − P0), (12)
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where Msh is the mass of the shell and vsnr = drsnr/dt is the expansion velocity of the SNR. If
the radiative cooling of the hot interior gas is negligible (i.e. only the gas immediately behind the
shock is assumed to cool) and the mass of hot gas is assumed to be constant, the interior pressure
would drop only from adiabatic expansion as Phot ∝ r−3γsnr . For γ = 5/3, setting Msh = (4pi/3)r3snrρ0
and dropping P0 on the right-hand side leads to a self-similar solution with η = 2/7 (see Ostriker
& McKee 1988 for possible variations of this equation with other terms). For the idealized PDS
solution, the SNR interior is treated as uniform, with a mean pressure
Phot = Phot,sf
(
rsnr
rsf
)−5
= Phot,sf
(
t
tsf
)−10/7
, (13)
with
Phot,sf =
Eth,ST
2pir3sf
= 2.4× 106kB cm−3 K E0.1351 n1.260 , (14)
where Eth,ST = 0.717ESN. Note that the mean pressure is about a half of the post-shock pressure.
The final classical stage of a SNR begins when the interior pressure Phot has decreased suffi-
ciently that it no longer exceeds the pressure of the ambient medium P0, making the right hand side
of Equation (12) zero. This leads to the constant radial momentum and a self-similar expansion
with η = 1/4.
We now summarize the momentum injection to the ISM from each of the above SNR expansion
stages. In the free expansion stage, all the momentum is contained in the ejecta, and the magnitude
of the radial momentum is
pfree = Mejvej = 1.73× 104 M km s−1
(
Mej
3 M
)1/2
E
1/2
51 . (15)
Since free expansion by definition assumes negligible interaction with the circumstellar and/or
interstellar medium, the ambient medium acquires no momentum at this stage.
In the ST stage, the propagating strong shock heats and accelerates the ambient medium.
Using the ST self-similar solutions, the total radial momentum of the shocked hot gas can be
obtained as
pST =
∫
ρv4pir2dr = 2.69ρ0vSTr
3
ST = 2.21× 104 M km s−1 E4/551 n1/50 t3/53 . (16)
The momentum at the time of shell formation (the end of the ST stage) is obtained by substituting
equation (7) in equation (16):
psf = 2.17× 105 M km s−1 E0.9351 n−0.130 . (17)
We note that this is nearly linear in the SN energy, and is quite insensitive to the ambient density.
This is because the momentum of the SNR during the ST stage is p ∝ E/v, and the expansion
velocity at the time of shell formation from equation (9) is very insensitive to both total energy
and ambient density, vsf ∼ 200 km s−1.
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In the PDS stage, the mass and radial momentum in the SNR are dominated by the shell.
Under the assumption that the interior expands adiabatically (which is not in fact satisfied; see
below), the momentum that would be acquired in an idealized PDS stage after tsf can be obtained
by integrating Equation (12), leading to total momentum:
pPDS = psf
[
1 + 0.66
∫ t∗
1
dt∗
r3∗
]
= psf
[
1 + 4.6(t
1/7
∗ − 1)
]
, (18)
where t∗ ≡ t/tsf and r∗ ≡ rsnr/rsf . Although equation (18) suggests only a very slow growth of
momentum with time, the increase over psf would in principle be substantial if the interior of the
remnant remained hot for t tsf .
However, the above idealized treatment of the post-shell-formation evolution does not agree
with detailed time-dependent solutions, and momentum injection in practice increases only mod-
estly subsequent to shell formation. As we shall show in the following sections (see also Cioffi et al.
1988), the classical PDS assumption of a hot, adiabatic interior with no mass loss does not apply. In
fact, the mass of hot gas interior to the shell steadily decreases in time, because the outermost part
flows into the shell and cools. Since the pressure decreases more rapidly than the simple adiabatic
expectation, there is only a brief, cooling-modified PDS stage. The momentum injection after shell
formation is quite limited, amounting to only ∼ 50% of psf .
3. NUMERICAL METHODS
We solve the hydrodynamics equations with cooling using the Athena code, which employs an
unsplit Godunov algorithm (Stone et al. 2008; Stone & Gardiner 2009). Among the various solvers
provided, we utilize the simple MUSCL-Hancock type predictor-corrector scheme (van Leer inte-
grator; Stone & Gardiner 2009). For robustness, we utilize piecewise linear spatial reconstruction
and Roe’s Riemann solver with H-correction (Sanders et al. 1998) and first order flux correction
(Lemaster & Stone 2009). We apply H-correction only for zones with maximum signal speed differ-
ence (η-coefficient in Sanders et al. 1998) larger than 100 km s−1, to avoid artificial diffusion at the
interface of the CNM and WNM where the signal speed difference is about 10 km s−1. We solve
the cooling term in an operator split manner using a fully implicit method, with Newton-Raphson
root finding. In addition to the Courant condition, the time step is also limited by the cooling
solver, which allows only a factor of two variation in the local temperature from the value at the
previous time step (Kim et al. 2008).
The governing equations are
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (19)
∂(ρv)
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv + P ) = 0, (20)
and
∂E
∂t
+∇ · ((E + P )v) = −ρL (21)
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where ρ is the mass density, v is the velocity, E ≡ P/(γ − 1) + ρv2/2 is the total energy density, P
is the gas pressure, and γ is the ratio of specific heats. The gas temperature is T = P/(1.1nHkB)
for neutral gas and T = P/(2.3nHkB) for fully ionized gas, where the hydrogen number density
is nH = ρ/(1.4 mH) for 10% of Helium abundance. Since we did not follow the ionization and
recombination in detail, we calculate the gas temperature using the equation for the neutral gas so
that the temperature in our simulations are higher by factor of 2.3/1.1 for ionized gas (T >∼ 104 K).
However, the temperature in practice is only used to obtain the cooling rate, and only indirectly
affects the dynamical evolution.
The net cooling rate per unit volume is ρL ≡ nH [nHΛ(T ) − Γ]. For the cooling function
Λ(T ) at low (T < 104 K) and high (T > 104 K) temperature gas, we respectively adopt fitting
formulae from Koyama & Inutsuka (2002, see also Kim et al. 2008) and piecewise power-law fits to
the cooling function of Sutherland & Dopita (1993) with collisional ionization equilibrium at solar
metallicity. Heating is only applied at T < 104 K, to model photoelectric heating of the warm/cold
ISM. As the photoelectric heating rate is proportional to the star formation rate, and the pressure
and star formation rate are approximately proportional to each other for self-consistent solutions
(Ostriker et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011, 2013), we adopt a heating rate that varies with mean density
as Γ/Γ0 = (nH/2 cm
−3), where Γ0 = 2 × 10−26 erg s−1. We neglect thermal conduction in this
study (see discussion in Section 7).
We have run sets of simulations of three different types: (1) a single SN in a uniform background
medium (SU), (2) a single SN in a two-phase medium (S2P), and (3) multiple SNe in a two-phase
medium (M2P). For all three types of simulation, we vary the mean density of the background
medium n0 ≡ nH/1 cm−3 from 0.1 to 100 (10 for M2P). For our standard models, we fix the total
energy of a single SN to be ESN = 10
51 erg. Only for comparison to M2P models, we also have run
a single-explosion model with ESN = 10
52 erg (E2P). Since our main interest is on the momentum
injection to the ISM at later times, we ignore the ejecta and hence the free expansion stage. We
initialize the SNR in all cases within a sphere of radius rinit (rinit varies; see below). The SNR
initialization region consists of all cells whose centers are at a distance < rinit from the site of SN
explosion; within the SNR initialization region, we either inject thermal energy at uniform density
(most models), or apply a radially-dependent ST solution.
In order to quantify the evolution, we require definitions for the different gas components. We
define the hot gas as all zones with T > 2 × 104 K, the shell gas as zones with T < 2 × 104 K
and vr > 1 km s
−1, and the ambient medium as the remainder (note that ambient gas is initially
stationary for these models). For the ambient medium, we define the cold and warm neutral
medium (CNM and WNM) with temperature cuts of T < 184 K and T > 5050 K, respectively.
Hereafter, “SNR” refers to both hot and shell gas. We define the radius of the SNR using the
mass-weighted mean radius of the shell gas as rsnr ≡
∑
shell ρrdV/
∑
shell ρdV where dV = ∆
3.
This is approximately equal to the shock radius before shell formation, and slightly smaller (due to
non-negligible thickness of the shell) than the shock radius after shell formation (see Figure 2). The
kinetic and thermal energies are calculated as Ekin ≡
∑
(1/2)ρv2dV and Eth ≡
∑
[P/(γ−1)]dV for
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the SNR (hot and shell gas), and the total energy Etot ≡ Ekin + Eth. The total radial momentum
of the SNR is calculated by psnr ≡
∑
ρv · rˆdV . We also measure the total mass of the shell and
hot gas, Msh ≡
∑
shell ρdV and Mhot ≡
∑
hot ρdV , respectively, as well as the mean pressure of the
hot gas Phot ≡
∑
hot PdV/
∑
hot dV .
4. Single SN in Uniform Medium
We first perform a set of numerical experiments with a single SN in a uniform, unmagnetized
medium (SU models).2 For reference, we list in Table 1 the theoretical estimates of the shell
formation time tsf as well as the theoretical SNR radius, postshock temperature, swept-up mass,
and total radial momentum at tsf (see Equations (7), (8), (10), (11), and (17)), for each choice of
ambient density in the range n0 = 0.1 to 100. As we shall describe in Section 4.2, in addition to
varying the physical density of the ambient medium, for our SU models we also cover a wide range
of parameter space for the initial radius of the SNR rinit and the grid spacing ∆. This latter set
of tests enables us to evaluate the dependence of the momentum injection on numerical resolution,
and therefore establish minimum resolution requirements for modeling SN feedback in complex
numerical simulations. Table 1 also lists (in parentheses) the numerically-measured values (tnsf , r
n
sf ,
Mnsf , and p
n
sf) obtained from high-resolution simulations, as described in Section 4.1.
4.1. High Resolution Reference Runs
In this subsection, we delineate the time evolution of the SNR based on high resolution simu-
lations of a single SN in a uniform ambient medium (SU models). We first present results of SU-n1
with grid resolution ∆ = 1/4 pc. The initial conditions are realized by uniformly applying the SN’s
thermal energy (1051 erg) within an initial radius of rinit = 5 pc. Figure 1 plots time evolution of (a)
radius rsnr, (b) deceleration parameter η ≡ vsnrt/rsnr, where vsnr is calculated by finite differences
of the measured rsnr, and η is smoothed, (c) total Etot, thermal Eth, and kinetic Ekin energies, (d)
mass of hot gas Mhot and shell gas Msh, (e) total radial momentum psnr, and (f) pressure of hot
gas Phot. The dotted and dashed lines indicate theoretical predictions of each quantity for ST and
idealized PDS solutions as described in Section 2, while the vertical dot-dashed line denotes the
predicted shell formation time from Equation (7). We also present in Figures 2 and 3 the radial
profiles and snapshots in the xˆ-yˆ plane at z = 0 (XY-plane) for selected times. In Figure 2, blue
dashed lines show the ST self-similar solutions at t = 0.03 Myr, while vertical dotted lines are rsnr
at each epoch.
2We have also performed simulations with a magnetized medium. We find quite similar evolution and values of
physical quantities overall; small differences are found only for the case of strong magnetic fields (β = 0.1) at late
times. See Appendix for details.
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Fig. 1.— Time evolution of model SU-n1 (n0 = 1 cm
−3 and ESN = 1051 erg): (a) mass-weighted
radius, (b) deceleration parameter η ≡ vsnrt/rsnr, (c) total, thermal and kinetic energies, (d) mass
of interior hot gas and shell, (e) total radial momentum, and (f) pressure of interior hot gas. Grid
resolution is ∆ = 1/4 pc and the initial SNR radius is rinit = 5 pc. The vertical dot-dashed lines
in each panel denote the predicted shell formation time tsf = 4.4 × 104 yr (Equation (7)) for this
model. The dotted and dashed lines are ST and idealized PDS solutions (at t > tsf) for each
physical quantity (see Section 2).
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Fig. 2.— Radial profiles of (a) number density, (b) pressure, (c) temperature, and (d) radial
velocity in model SU-n1 with ∆ = 1/4 pc and rinit = 5 pc. The blue dashed line denotes the ST
solution at t = 0.03 Myr. Vertical dotted lines are the mass-weighted radius of SNR (rsnr) at each
epoch, which agrees well with the shock position and mean radius of shell before and after shell
formation (at tsf = 0.04 Myr for this model), respectively.
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Fig. 3.— XY-slices from model SU-n1 with ∆ = 1/4 pc and rinit = 5 pc. From top to bottom, log-
arithmic color scales show number density, pressure, and temperature. From left to right, columns
correspond to snapshots at t/tsf ∼ 1/2, 1, 2, and 7. A thin shell bounding the SNR is evident in the
two middle columns; in the right column it has become corrugated due to dynamical instabilities.
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Fig. 4.— Time evolution comparison for all of the SU high-resolution models, with ambient
medium density n0 = 0.1 to n0 = 100. Panels show (a) mass-weighted radius, (b) deceleration
parameter η ≡ vsnrt/rsnr, (c) total, thermal and kinetic energies, (d) mass of hot gas and mass of
the shell, (e) total radial momentum, and (f) pressure of interior hot gas. All physical quantities
are normalized by the corresponding numerical measures at t = tnsf (see text). The black dashed
curves are cooling-modified PDS solutions after shell formation (see text for details).
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At t < tsf , the dynamical evolution of the SNR is characterized by the ST solutions very well.
The initial SNR in the simulation has a finite size and zero kinetic energy, in contrast to an initial
point source and a ratio Ekin/Eth = 0.39 of the ST solution. However, as the shock expands into
the ambient medium, radial motions are rapidly generated. After a transient of only t ∼ 2 kyr,
all the physical quantities follow the ST solution. Although the radial profiles shown in Figure 2
differ from the ST solutions at small radii r < 10 pc due to the finite initial size, they are quite
close near the shock where the most of mass and momentum are concentrated. As a consequence,
there is excellent agreement with the ST solutions for all integrated physical properties, as seen in
Figure 1.
As the shocked hot gas cools, a thin and dense shell is formed (see green and red lines of
Figure 2 and the 2nd and 3rd columns of Figure 3). Shell formation is clearly distinguished by
sudden changes of several physical quantities. At shell formation, the expansion stalls (sudden
drop of vsnr and hence η in Figure 1(b)), the thermal energy and the mass of the hot gas begin to
decrease (Figure 1(c) and (d)), and the mass of the shell gas sharply increases (Figure 1(d)). We
define the numerical shell formation time, tnsf , as the time when Mhot attains its maximum
3. Note
that the theoretical prediction of tsf from Equation (7) agrees with the maximum of Mhot fairly
well (see vertical line in Figure 1(d) and Table 1). Since the cooling function we use is different
from the single power-law cooling function used to derive Equation (7), tnsf is slightly different from
tsf , with slightly different dependence on ESN and n0 as well.
After shell formation, the pressure of hot interior gas decreases much faster than for the
idealized adiabatic PDS solution, Phot ∝ t−10/7 (dashed line in Figure 1(f)). This difference was
reported by Cioffi et al. (1988), who found an additional t−4/9 dependence in thermal energy and
hence the pressure of the hot gas (after shell formation). Although the cooling time of the hot gas
at small radii is still quite long because of its low density, the density immediately inside the shell is
higher and this gas is able to cool. In addition, the velocity interior to the shell exceeds that of the
shell itself (see red, cyan, and magenta lines in Figure 2(d)), so that interior hot gas continues to
accumulate, condense, and cool at the inner surface (back) of the shell. With a steadily decreasing
mass of hot gas, the interior pressure is ever lower than that of the idealized PDS solution (which
assumes a constant interior mass), adding much less momentum (compare dashed and solid lines
in Figure 1(e)). The evolution of radius with time nevertheless seems to be roughly consistent with
the PDS exponent η = 2/7 (or 3/10 for the offset power-law fit in Cioffi et al. 1988; see Figures 1(a)
and (b)), but this can also be explained as a transition from the ST to MCS phase, i.e. from η = 0.4
to η = 0.25 (Blondin et al. 1998; Bandiera & Petruk 2004). Since the hot gas mass drops very
rapidly, the duration of the “classical” PDS stage is negligible.
As most of the hot gas has already piled into the shell by t >(2-3)tsf , the hot gas pressure is no
longer high enough to drive the shell outward and add appreciable momentum (cyan and magenta
3 Thornton et al. (1998) use the time of maximum luminosity, t0, to identify shell formation; our definition based
on the hot gas mass is in practice quite similar.
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lines in Figure 2(b); Figure 1(e)). In addition, the shell becomes thicker at this stage so that the
thin shell approximation is no longer valid. The shell is broken up in this high resolution simulation
(fourth column of Figure 3) due to the pressure-driven thin shell overstability and/or nonlinear thin-
shell instability (Vishniac 1983, 1994; Blondin et al. 1998).4 Although we do not explicitly assign
perturbations to our models, at the initial interface between the SNR and ISM there are unavoidably
grid-scale nonlinear perturbations due to the mapping of a sphere to Cartesian coordinates. This
seeds instability, which develops into strong corrugations. Note that this instability is less prominent
for realistic cases, in which the multiphase structure of the ambient ISM dominates in shaping the
shell (see Section 6).
In models SU-n0.1, SU-n10, and SU-n100, we conduct analogous simulations to model SU-n1,
covering the range of ambient density of n0 = 0.1 to 100. For the high-resolution models with
n0 = 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, we set ∆ = 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 pc, respectively, and rinit = 4∆; these
choices are based on our convergence study (see Section 4.2).
Figure 4 plots the same quantities as in Figure 1, but normalized using the corresponding
numerical measures at tnsf . As before, this t
n
sf is defined by the time when the hot gas mass attains
its maximum value. Note that tnsf , r
n
sf , M
n
sf , and p
n
sf given in Table 1 for these high-resolution models
can be fitted by, respectively,
tnsf = 4.0× 104 yr n−0.590 , (22)
rnsf = 22.1 pc n
−0.43
0 , (23)
Mnsf = 1550 M n
−0.29
0 , (24)
and
pnsf = 2.00× 105 M km s−1 n−0.150 . (25)
Figure 4 demonstrates that the overall (normalized) evolution is remarkably similar, irrespec-
tive of the ambient density. Since the normalization factors are close to the analytic estimates from
the ST solution and the early evolution is expected to converge to the ST solution, this agreement
is trivial at t < tnsf .
However, even though the classical PDS solution is not realized in the numerical models, the
characteristic behavior after shell formation is nevertheless essentially the same over a wide range of
densities. Model evolution is thus “congruent” for varying ambient density when rescaled relative
to the SNR properties at tnsf .
4 The instability of radiative shells was carefully studied by Blondin et al. (1998). Immediately after shell formation,
a radiative reverse shock emerges, resulting in a thin shell that is bounded by shocks on both sides. This is susceptible
to the nonlinear thin shell instability (Vishniac 1994). For the low density case, similar to our fiducial model SU-n1,
however, Blondin et al. (1998) showed that the reverse shock soon becomes non-radiative and leaves the shell. In this
situation, the shell is bounded by a forward shock and interior pressure, which can lead to the pressure-driven thin
shell overstability (Vishniac 1983).
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In order to describe the transition between ST and PDS phases smoothly, Cioffi et al. (1988)
introduced an analytic description using an offset power-law for radius and a complex fitting model
for the thermal energy with additional time dependence. Since energy loss by radiative cooling
begins somewhat earlier than the shell formation, they also arbitrarily defined a PDS time tPDS ≡
tsf/e. Here, instead of using the approach of Cioffi et al. (1988), we introduce a simpler analytic
formula to describe the post-shell formation phase separately. As already seen in Figure 1, the
evolution of radius agrees reasonably well with the classical PDS solution. We thus simply adopt
rsnr = rsf(t/tsf)
2/7 (other exponents between 0.4 and 0.25 give similar results). Following Cioffi
et al. (1988), we describe the evolution of thermal energy after shell formation with an additional
time dependence as
Eth = 0.8Eth,ST
(
rsf
rsnr
)2( tsf
t
)
, (26)
where Eth,ST = 0.717ESN is the thermal energy at the ST stage, and the factor “0.8” arises from
precooling before the shell formation (see dotted lines in Figure 4(c)).
The factor tsf/t is chosen to give a good match to the numerical solutions for the time de-
pendence of Eth. One might expect Eth to decrease after shell formation proportional to the
product of Mhot and the interior temperature. The mass-weighted mean temperature of hot gas is
nearly constant in this phase. Thus, Mhot and Eth show similar time dependence (approximately
∝ (t/tsf)−1.64) until the thermal energy of shell gas begins to dominate at t > 4tsf .
Using Equation (26), the effective pressure on the shell is then
Phot =
Eth
2pir3snr
= 0.8Psf
(
rsf
rsnr
)5( tsf
t
)
. (27)
We then have an expression for the momentum similar to Equation (18):
psnr = psf
[
1 + 0.53
∫ t∗
1
dt∗
r3∗t∗
]
= psf
[
1 + 0.62(1− t−6/7∗ )
]
. (28)
Note that with this modified, non-adiabatic PDS stage, the total momentum is finite, psnr → 1.6psf
as t→∞; only 60% of psf is added during the post shell formation stages. The black dashed lines in
Figure 4 represent the modified PDS solution described above. The final momenta (pfinal) measured
at t = 10tnsf are in fact still smaller than 1.6psf since no momentum is acquired after (4−5)tnsf as the
hot gas pressure becomes comparable to the shell gas pressure. We find that pfinal/p
n
sf = 1.49, 1.46,
1.48, and 1.45 for n0 = 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, respectively. In physical units, the final momentum can
be fitted as
pfinal = 2.95× 105 M km s−1n−0.160 . (29)
It is interesting to compare our numerical results with earlier studies based on one-dimensional
spherical models. Blondin et al. (1998) have measured the shell formation time in terms of the
“transition” time (Equation (3) of their paper; simply defined by equating the cooling time with
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the age of the SNR). For n0 = 0.084, 0.84, and 84, their numerical measures of the shell formation
time are 1.35, 1.23, and 1.61 times our tnsf for n0 = 0.1, 1, and 100, respectively.
A wide parameter space of density and metallicity has been covered by Thornton et al. (1998).
In their work, the numerical measures of the shell formation time (t0 in their notation), agree
with our tnsf within 20% for corresponding density. More interestingly, their ratios of total final
momentum (measured at 13t0) to the momentum at t0 are 1.5-1.6 for nH = 0.1 to 100 cm
−3,
similar to our findings.5 Even for more extreme parameters with nH = 10
−3 and 103 cm−3 or
different metallicities, the ratios still remain around 1.7-2.
4.2. Condition for Convergence
As shown in the previous section, with sufficiently high resolution and a small enough initial
size for the SNR, we are able to reproduce in our 3D simulations the evolution of radiative SNR
as seen in previous 1D spherical models (e.g., Cioffi et al. 1988; Thornton et al. 1998; Blondin
et al. 1998). Our models show a clear ST stage, but the post shell formation phase differs from
the “classical” PDS solution, similar to findings from previous numerical work. Within ∼ 4tsf , the
total radial momentum of the SNR asymptotes to a value ∼ 1.5 times the momentum at the time
of shell formation. The above high-resolution SU simulations provide a benchmark, and in this
subsection, we repeat the SU simulations for a wide range of numerical grid resolution (∆) and
initial size of SNR (rinit). Our goal is to determine minimum numerical requirements needed to
reproduce the main features of expanding SNRs on Cartesian grids, for the purposes of tracking
SN feedback effects in large-scale ISM and galactic models.
To test dependence on grid resolution ∆, we compare results for key physical quantities in
model SU-n1 at t/tsf = 1/2, 1, 2, and 5. Figure 5 plots (a) total momentum, (b) kinetic energy, (c)
hot gas pressure, and (d) hot gas mass, for a range ∆/rsf = 0.01 to 1.5. We assign rinit = ∆ as ∆
varies, such that the initial thermal energy of SN is distributed among eight zones nearest to the
center of the simulation domain (the SN explosion occurs at a grid corner). All physical quantities
are normalized by the values of the ST solution at tsf . Here, we use the analytic estimates of tsf
and other variables rather than numerically determined values since the numerical measures vary
from model to model, whereas for a resolution study we require a fixed reference.
For ∆/rsf < 1/10 and 1/3, both the momentum and kinetic energy are converged respectively
within 20% and 30% of the highest-resolution results at every evolutionary stage. At late stages
after shell formation, the hot gas mass depends on the resolution since the mass is concentrated near
5In Thornton et al. (1998), the total momentum is not explicitly provided. Using the values presented in their
Tables 1-4, we calculate the total momentum as psnr ≡ (2MRERkin)1/2, where MR and ERkin are mass and kinetic
energy of the SNR, respectively. Note that this definition is consistent with direct integration of the specific momentum
if most of the mass is concentrated in a narrow region, which is true for both ST and post-shell formation phases.
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Fig. 5.— Convergence plot at varying grid resolution ∆, showing (a) radial momentum, (b)
kinetic energy, (c) hot gas pressure, and (d) hot gas mass, for model SU-n1. Physical quantities
are measured at t/tsf = 1/2 (blue), 1 (green), 2 (red), and 5 (cyan). All quantities are normalized
based on the ST solution at tsf . Top and bottom axes show grid scale in pc and relative to rsf . For
reference, vertical dotted lines denote ∆/rsf = 1/10, 1/3, and 1. Evidently, ∆/rsf = 1/10 and 1/3
are practical criteria for robust and crude convergence, respectively.
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Fig. 6.— Convergence plot for varying initial SNR radius, rinit, showing (a) radial momentum, (b)
kinetic energy, (c) hot gas pressure, and (d) hot gas mass, for model SU-n1. Physical quantities
are measured at t/tsf = 1/2 (blue), 1 (green), 2 (red), and 5 (cyan). All quantities are normalized
based on the ST solution at tsf . Top and bottom axes show Minit and rinit for the SNR. For
reference, vertical dotted lines denote rinit/rsf = 1/3 and 1. All tests use ∆ = 1/2 pc ∼ 0.02rsf .
For all evolutionary stages and all quantities, convergence is clear for rinit/rsf < 1/3. Although the
final momentum is within ∼ 30% of the correct value for all cases with rinit/rsf < 1, the hot gas
properties are far from correct at t < tsf for 1/3 < rinit/rsf < 1.
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Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 6 but testing the effect of varying resolution ∆ at t/tsf = 2. Convergence
with respect to the initial SNR size is satisfied for rinit/rsf < 1/3 at all ∆, but converged values fall
below the high-resolution benchmarks as the resolution gets poorer.
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Fig. 8.— Same as Figure 6 but for different ambient density, and only showing results for t/tsf = 2.
The grid resolutions are ∆ = 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 pc for n0 = 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, respectively,
corresponding to ∆/rsf = 0.015, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04. The bottom and top x-axes are normalized
by the radius and mass at the shell formation time for the corresponding density. In addition to
models initiated with thermal energy only, models initialized with Sedov-Taylor profiles are shown
for n0 = 1 (magenta stars). Convergence requires rinit/rsf < 1/3 irrespective of ambient density.
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the boundary of the hot and shell gas (and is sensitive to the exact definition of “hot” vs “shell”
at later times when the hot gas mass is small), but shows very good convergence at t/tsf = 1 for
∆/rsf < 1/3. The convergence of Phot, which is volume weighted, is as good as < 30% and < 50%
for ∆/rsf < 1/10 and 1/3, respectively, omitting t/tsf = 5 when the hot gas has negligible effect on
dynamics. For ∆ > rsf , the SNR cools down completely in a short time, so that there is no hot gas
even at t/tsf < 1/2; the momentum is < 10% and kinetic energy is < 1% of the converged values.
Thus, the dynamical effect of SN feedback is impossible to model via injection of thermal energy if
the grid resolution exceeds rsf (see also Kimm & Cen 2014). This is the origin of the “overcooling”
problem cited in many numerical simulations of galaxy formation (e.g., Katz 1992), which at best
resolve scales several tens of pc and above.
In addition to grid resolution, prescriptions for SN feedback in large-scale simulations that are
based on thermal energy injection must also specify an initial SNR radius, rinit. By varying rinit/rsf ,
we also have assessed convergence with respect to this numerical parameter. For these tests, we
use the SU-n1 model and adopt ∆ = 1/2 pc ∼ 0.02rsf . Figure 6 plots (a) radial momentum, (b)
kinetic energy, (c) hot gas pressure, and (d) hot gas mass, at several different times, as a function
of initial radius (or initial enclosed mass Minit). It is clear that converged results are obtained at
every evolutionary stages for rinit/rsf < 1/3. Although momentum and kinetic energy that are
not too far from correct values can also be obtained with rinit ∼ rsf , the evolutionary history and
internal profiles are completely different from the converged, resolved solutions if rinit/rsf > 1/3.
We have confirmed that the convergence criterion rinit/rsf < 1/3 is valid for different resolutions
and ambient density. Figures 7 and 8 plot the same quantities as in Figure 6 at t/tsf = 2, for different
resolutions ∆ and ambient density. Similar convergence trends are shown for lower resolution
simulations and for a wide range of varying ambient density. With poorer resolution, all quantities
converged to smaller values than in the high-resolution benchmark models, as seen in Figure 5. If,
instead of initializing with pure thermal energy inside rinit, the initial conditions instead employ
the ST profile, then the final momentum is converged out to rinit/rsf ∼ 1/2. However, initializing
with the ST profile results in momentum exceeding the benchmark value if rinit is comparable to
or greater than rsf .
We conclude that in order to obtain both convergence and accuracy (consistent convergence),
SNR must be initialized with both small enough radius rinit/rsf < 1/3, and high enough grid
resolution. The converged values remain within roughly 25% and 50% of benchmarks for all physical
quantities with ∆/rsf < 1/10 and 1/3, respectively. In terms of injected momentum, ∆/rsf < 1/10
and 1/3 respectively give converged values within 5% and 13% of benchmarks at t/tsf = 1, and
18% and 25% of benchmarks at t/tsf = 10. The final momentum is marginally satisfactory when
rinit ∼ rsf and ∆/rsf ∼ 1/3 are adopted. Any value rinit > rsf , initialized with either pure thermal
energy or a ST profile, gives poor results.
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5. Single SN in Two-Phase Cloudy Medium
In the real ISM, the ambient gas around SNe is not uniform, but clumpy. The immediate
environment will be a photoionized H II region that is also impacted by the progenitor’s stellar
winds. At larger scales, comparable to rsf , SNe may propagate either into dense molecular gas of
a parent cloud (if it has not yet been dispersed), into the cloudy warm/cold atomic medium, or
into very low density hot gas produced by previous generations of SNRs. The case of propagation
into the warm/cold atomic ISM is especially important to quantify, as SNRs are believed to be the
main source of turbulence in this phase of the ISM.
The atomic ISM (T < 104 K) is regulated by two dominant cooling processes, atomic fine
structure line cooling and Lyα, yielding a two-phase medium with temperature near 102 K and
104, respectively; grain-photoelectric net heating dominates nearly irrespective of the gas temper-
ature (Wolfire et al. 1995b, 2003). For a range of pressures, there is a third possible equilibrium
temperature in between the warm and cold phases, but this has relatively low occupation due to
the thermal instability, with a growth time ∼ Myr that is shorter than large-scale dynamical times
in the ISM (Field 1965; Field et al. 1969; Wolfire et al. 1995b; Piontek & Ostriker 2004; Kim et al.
2008). This results in an ISM structure consisting of cold, dense clouds embedded in a background
of warm, rarefied gas. The warm and cold medium densities differ by two orders of magnitude.
To study propagation of SNRs into atomic ISM gas, we first construct two-phase “background
states” via nonlinear simulations of the thermal instability (TI runs). The initial conditions for
each TI run is a thermally unstable equilibrium with 10% density perturbations. For each different
mean density (n0 = 0.1 − 100), Γ ∝ n0 (as in the SU models; this scaling is consistent with self-
regulated star formation), which makes the initial state thermally unstable.6 We follow each TI
run long enough to obtain a saturated two-phase state with pressure balance. We then explode a
SN at the center of the simulation domain.
As the details of the cloudy structure that a SNR encounters affects its propagation, for each
mean density in the S2P model set we use 10 different realizations of the cloudy background state
(from TI runs with different perturbation seeds). Table 2 lists from 3rd to 5th columns the mean
densities (n¯H), volume fractions (fV ), and mass fractions (fM ) of CNM (T < 184 K) and WNM
(T > 5050 K) gas in the saturated state, averaged over these 10 realizations. The temperature
cuts are determined by the maximum and minimum temperatures of the stable CNM and WNM,
respectively, for our choice of cooling function (see Koyama & Inutsuka 2002; Kim et al. 2008).
Variations of the mean values in different realizations are less than 1%. Note that the sum of fV
and fM is not 1 since a small fraction of gas resides in the cloud interface. As Γ ∝ n0, the volume
6Conditions at the highest density n0 = 100 cm
−3 are more likely to be found in the molecular ISM than the
atomic ISM. However, as the chemical state of the ambient gas is unimportant when shocks are strong, it is useful to
consider this case as representative of the high-density, clumpy conditions that are present in the centers of normal
disk galaxies and more pervasively in starbursts.
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Table 1. Physical Quantities at Shell Formation for Uniform Ambient Density
Model nH tsf(t
n
sf) rsf(r
n
sf) Tsf Msf(M
n
sf) psf(p
n
sf)
[ cm−3] [kyr] [pc] [106 K] [103 M] [105 M km s−1]
SU-n0.1 0.1 156(150) 59.5(58.5) 0.31 3.08(2.96) 2.94(2.78)
SU-n1 1 43.7(41.9) 22.6(22.5) 0.57 1.68(1.68) 2.17(2.05)
SU-n10 10 12.2(10.6) 8.56(8.34) 1.04 0.92(0.85) 1.60(1.43)
SU-n100 100 3.43(2.63) 3.25(3.03) 1.90 0.50(0.41) 1.18(0.97)
Note. — Column 1: model name. Column 2: ambient medium hydrogen number density.
Column 3: theoretical estimate of shell formation time tsf (Equation (7)) and numerical
measure tnsf (in parentheses). Columns 4-7: theoretical estimates and numerical measures
(in parentheses) of radius, postshock temperature, swept-up mass, and total momentum at
shell formation.
Table 2. Physical Quantities at the Shell Formation for S2P Models
Model n¯H fV fM tsf(t
n
sf) rsf(r
n
sf) Tsf Msf(M
n
sf) psf(p
n
sf)
[ cm−3] [kyr] [pc] [106 K] [103 M] [105 M km s−1]
S2P-n0.1
WHOLE 0.1 · · · · · · 156(384) 59.5(83.3) 0.31 3.08(3.44) 2.94(3.21)
CNM 1.5 0.06 0.81 36 19 0.62 1.5 2.1
WNM 0.017 0.92 0.15 420 130 0.19 4.9 3.7
S2P-n1
WHOLE 1 · · · · · · 43.7(100) 22.6(31.5) 0.57 1.68(1.44) 2.17(2.13)
CNM 8.9 0.09 0.81 13 9.0 1.0 0.94 1.6
WNM 0.14 0.84 0.12 130 52 0.34 2.8 2.8
S2P-n10
WHOLE 10 · · · · · · 12.2(24.3) 8.56(10.7) 1.04 0.92(0.70) 1.60(1.46)
CNM 110 0.08 0.83 3.3 3.2 1.9 0.49 1.2
WNM 1.5 0.88 0.13 35 19 0.64 1.5 2.1
S2P-n100
WHOLE 100 · · · · · · 3.43(5.30) 3.25(3.63) 1.90 0.50(0.36) 1.18(1.00)
CNM 1300 0.07 0.82 0.85 1.1 3.7 0.26 0.85
WNM 17 0.91 0.15 9.2 6.9 1.2 0.80 1.5
Note. — Column 1: model name. Columns 3-5: mean hydrogen number density (whole medium - top row, CNM -
middle row, WNM - lower row); volume and mass fractions measured at saturation of TI. Columns 6-10: shell formation
predicted time, radius, postshock temperature, swept-up mass, and total momentum for propagation into a uniform
medium with density n¯H . See Equations (7), (8), (10), (11), and (17), respectively. Numerical measures at t
n
sf averaged
over 10 realizations of each model are shown in parentheses in the “WHOLE” rows.
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Fig. 9.— Example XY-slices of model S2P-n1 (two-phase initial medium with n0 = 1) for grid
resolution ∆ = 1.5 pc. From top to bottom, logarithmic color scales show number density, pressure,
and temperature.
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Fig. 10.— Time evolution for 10 different realizations of model S2P-n1. Shown are (a) total,
thermal, and kinetic energies, (b) hot and shell gas masses, (c) total radial momentum, and (d)
hot gas pressure. Vertical dot-dashed lines are the corresponding expected shell formation time
for a uniform medium at the CNM (cyan) and WNM (magenta) density. Dotted lines are the ST
solution for nCNM (cyan) and nWNM (magenta).
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Fig. 11.— Example XY-slices of all S2P models at t/tsf ∼ 10. The dimensions of the slices
shown 384 pc × 384 pc for S2P-n0.1, 192 pc × 192 pc for S2P-n1, 64 pc × 64 pc for S2P-n10, and
24 pc × 24 pc for S2P-n100. The grid resolutions are ∆ = 3, 1.5, 0.5, and 0.25 pc for n0 = 0.1,
1, 10, and 100. From top to bottom, logarithmic color scales show number density, pressure, and
temperature.
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Fig. 12.— Convergence plots of total momentum as a function of the normalized initial radius of
the SNR for S2P at t/tsf = 1 (blue), 5 (green), 10 (red). The same condition derived from uniform
background (rinit/rsf < 1/3; Section 4.2) can be applied here for “consistent convergence”.
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and mass fractions of the two phases are similar at all n0, and the densities in each phase are
proportional to n0. Table 2 also lists for reference the physical quantities at shell formation that
would apply for the ST solution propagating into uniform high-density (cold cloud) gas, uniform
low density (intercloud) gas, and gas at the average density of the simulation. Numerical measures
of the quantities averaged over 10 realizations are also shown in parentheses. As before, we define
tnsf as the time when the hot gas mass reaches a maximum.
Power-law fits for averaged numerical measures are given by
tnsf = 9.6× 104 yr n−0.620 , (30)
rnsf = 30.2 pc n
−0.46
0 , (31)
Mnsf,hot = 1540 M n
−0.33
0 , (32)
and
pnsf = 2.16× 105 M km s−1 n−0.170 . (33)
Note that the above is the mass of hot gas at tnsf ; there is several times as much “shell” gas because
initially-cold, dense clouds are accelerated by the shock and by the expanding gas in the interior
of the SNR. Compared to the uniform-medium case (Equations (22)-(25)), dependencies on the
mean ambient density are similar. Although the shell formation epoch tnsf is delayed for a two-
phase medium, the hot gas mass and total momentum at shell formation agree very well with the
numerical measures of these quantities for a SNR in a uniform background (SU models), as well as
analytic estimates.
Figure 9 displays snapshots in the XY plane of an example run for model S2P-n1. The time
marked in the top row is the time since the explosion. For this run, we set the grid resolution to
∆ = 1.5 pc and the initial size of SN to be rinit/rsf ∼ 0.2, for an rsf estimated using the mean
density. For this specific example, the saturated two-phase ISM is characterized by (nH , T ) =
(8.8 cm−3, 106 K) and (0.14 cm−3, 6760 K) for CNM and WNM, respectively. The simulation
volume is mainly occupied by the WNM with fV = 0.84, while the majority fraction fM = 0.81 of
the mass resides in the CNM. Since the SNR expands solely through the WNM in most directions,
the overall size of SNR is similar to expectations for a uniform medium with n0 = 0.14 (especially in
the 2nd quadrant of the XY plane in Figure 9). In some directions, the blastwave encounters small
CNM clouds; these may be destroyed by the passage of the shock and/or form pillars within the
SNR.7 Large CNM clouds are also shock compressed, and may partly block the SNR expansion, but
over time they are also carried outward. At late times, the shell morphology is mainly shaped not
by the shell instability observed in Figure 3 but by the initial structure of the ambient two-phase
medium.
7 The ablation of clouds by dynamical instabilities is limited because of insufficient resolution. In addition, dense
clouds may also evaporate after the shock passes if conduction from the surrounding hot medium is large enough;
the present simulations do not include explicit conduction. Both effects are not fully captured, but see discussion in
Section 7.
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For S2P-n1 (10 different realizations), Figure 10 plots time evolution of (a) total, thermal,
and kinetic energies, (b) hot and shell gas masses, (c) radial momentum, and (d) hot gas pressure.
Also indicated with vertical dot-dashed lines are the ST solutions for the shell formation time when
propagating into the CNM density (cyan; tsf,c) and WNM density (magenta; tsf,w). Dotted lines in
panels (b), (c), (d) give ST solutions for an ambient medium that is 100% CNM (cyan) and 100%
WNM (magenta). Beginning at ∼ tsf,c, part of the SNR’s energy is radiated away as the blastwave
envelopes and shocks CNM clouds; both thermal and kinetic energy are reduced below the ST
values. Since the most of volume is filled with the WNM, however, all physical quantities except
the mass remain close to those of the ST solution in a uniform WNM until ∼ tsf,w. If there were no
PDS stage, the momentum injected to a two-phase medium would be expected to lie between psf
for n¯CNM and n¯WNM (last column of Table 2). As psf is insensitive to the ambient medium density
(psf ∝ n−0.130 predicted from Equation (7), or psf ∝ n−0.170 using the numerical results in Table 1),
and the momentum only modestly increases during the PDS stage, the total injected momentum
by a single SN will always be of order psf for the mean density of the medium, n0.
Figure 11 displays example XY-slices for S2P models with different mean density at t/tsf ∼ 10.
Although the initial cold and warm volume fractions are similar for all models, the cloud structures
are different; there are more small clouds in higher density models. For the present models, the
difference in structure at TI saturation is caused by differences in TI growth rates; smaller clouds
can grow faster with higher heating rates in higher density models.8 The effective contribution from
dense clouds increases with background density because of the increasing total cloud cross-section
when there are more clouds. Thus, the numerical measures of physical quantities (in parentheses
of Table 2) are closer to the analytic estimates for CNM as the mean density gets higher. However,
the total injected momentum remains similar to the estimates from the mean density.
For ten different realizations at each mean density n0, Figure 12 plots the radial momentum
at t/tsf = 1 (blue), 5 (green), and 10 (red), where tsf is computed using n0. Similar to Figure 6,
we show the result of varying the initial radius of the SNR. At each n0, we use a reference value
of rsf based on Equation (8) using n0 (note, however, that the actual mean density within this
rsf will differ from n0 due to the particular realization of the cloudy structure). The resolution
∆ is set to be smaller than rsf/10, which we have found (using tests similar to those of section
4.2) is sufficient for convergence. The horizontal axis is normalized by radius rsf using n0 (see
Equation (8)). The final momentum converges provided rinit < rsf/3, similarly to what we found
in the uniform medium case. This “consistent convergence” criterion guarantees convergence at
all evolutionary stages; convergence at late stages only is possible up to slightly larger rinit. For
rinit > rsf , the final momentum is significantly lower than the converged value.
For mean number density of n0 = 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, the mean values of the momentum at
t/tnsf = 10 are pfinal/p
n
sf = 1.33, 1.30, 1.29, and 1.32, respectively. Similarly to Equation (29), the
8 Additional physical ingredients ignored here such as turbulence, thermal conduction, and magnetic fields may
also play an important role in shaping the ISM structure and in particular the size spectrum of cold clouds.
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final momentum in the physical units can be fitted by
pfinal = 2.8× 105 M km s−1n−0.170 . (34)
The final momentum is always of order of psf , but slightly smaller for a clumpy medium than in the
uniform-medium case. For different realizations of the model at each mean density (i.e. different
seeds for the random perturbations), there are only 20-40% variations in the final momentum.
6. Multiple SNe in Two-Phase Medium
In Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 5, we considered the expansion of a single SNR in either a uniform or
a clumpy medium for a wide range of mean densities (n0 = 0.1 − 100 cm−3), covering conditions
that would apply in the atomic or molecular ISM. There, we evaluated the momentum, mass of hot
gas, and other basic properties of the SNR, and determined numerical requirements for consistent
convergence, i.e. criteria such that simulation results agree with high-resolution benchmarks, at
times before and after the SNR becomes strongly radiative. In this section, we extend to the case
of multiple SNe that sequentially explode and expand into a surrounding two-phase medium. For
multiple SNe, many more defining parameters enter the problem setup than for the case of a single
SN, so a comprehensive study will be deferred to future work. However, it is useful to explore a
few simple cases to assess potential differences in the momentum injection per event, compared to
that from a single SN. Of course, the momentum injection from multiple spatially correlated SNe is
also subject to global effects, since the superbubble that forms can expand beyond the scale height
of the surrounding ISM and break out of the disk, venting into the galactic halo (e.g., Mac Low
et al. 1989; Tenorio-Tagle et al. 1990; Hopkins et al. 2012a) and limiting further expansion within
the ISM. Here, we do not consider these global effects (but see Section 7 for further discussion).
We consider the case in which SNe occur at intervals of 0.1Myr; this could represent the effects
of a moderate-mass cluster (Mcluster ∼ 3 × 104 M) in which the event rate is not sufficient for
energy deposition to reach the continuous limit. We consider a range of mean densities n0 = 1− 10
in the ambient medium, and as for the S2P models we create a “background” two-phase state by
allowing the TI to reach saturation.
For the single-SN models, the initial size of the SNR was set relative to rsf , the shell formation
radius at the mean density of the ambient medium. Although for our tests n0 has a pre-determined
value and it is trivial to set rinit directly, more generally the ambient density varies and it is more
practical to define the initial SNR region based on its total enclosed mass. We take this approach
for the M2P models. To obtain an equivalent condition to rinit/rsf < 1/3, we begin with rinit = ∆
(thermal energy is distributed in eight zones closest to the center) and calculate the enclosed
mass Minit ≡
∑
r<rinit
ρ∆3 and the mean density ρ0 = Minit/Vinit, where Vinit =
∑
r<rinit
∆3. If
Minit/Msf < 1/27 (where Msf is obtained with Equation (11) for this computed ρ0) we increase
rinit by ∆/2 and repeat the calculation in order to get the largest possible initial size of SNR that
is compatible with the convergence condition rinit/rsf < 1/3 (i.e. Minit/Msf < 1/27).
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Fig. 13.— Example XY-slices of all M2P models at t = 2 Myr. The dimensions of the slices shown
are 768 pc× 768 pc for M2P-n0.1, 384 pc× 384 pc for M2P-n1, and 192 pc× 192 pc for M2P-n10,
The grid resolutions are ∆ = 4, 1.5, and 0.75 pc for n0 = 0.1, 1, and 10. From top to bottom,
logarithmic color scales show number density, pressure, and temperature.
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Fig. 14.— Time evolution of models with multiple SNe (M2P models, shown in thick lines), with
SN interval interval tSN = 0.1 Myr and ESN = 10
51 erg. Panels show (a) the mass-weighted mean
radius of the combined SNR rsnr, (b) the effective radius of the hot gas volume rhot ≡ (3Vhot/4pi)1/3,
(c) radial momentum, (d) hot gas mass, (e) thermal energy, and (f) kinetic energy. For comparison,
single-event models (E2P, with ESN = 10
52 erg) are shown with thin lines. The mean density of the
background ambient gas is n0 = 0.1 (blue), 1 (green), and 10 (red). Multiple SNe become relatively
less efficient at injecting momentum when the shell formation time is shorter, at higher ambient
density.
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For each SN event, once a sphere with appropriate rinit is defined, we redistribute the enclosed
mass, momentum, and internal energy uniformly within rinit, and assign additional thermal energy
adding up to ESN. This prescription prevents setting the temperature to extremely high values for
very rarefied regions produced by previous SN explosions.9 All SNe explode at the center of the
simulation domain.
For our M2P model set, we run each simulation until 10 SNe, with ESN = 10
51 erg each,
have exploded. For reference, we also run comparison simulations with a single explosion of energy
ESN = 10
52 erg (E2P). After the last SN (at t = 0.9 Myr), we run each simulation out until
t = 2 Myr to measure the final injected momentum.
Figure 13 displays XY-slices of the M2P models at final stage of evolution. The morphology
of the SN bubble is determined by the structure of the ambient medium. Due to the short cooling
time in model M2P-n10, the hot gas persists only deep inside of the SN bubble; this is in contrast
to model M2P-n0.1, where the shell is still thin and the hot gas fills up the interior of the SN
bubble. Figure 14 plots time evolution of (a) the mean radius of the combined SNR rsnr, (b) the
effective radius of hot gas volume rhot ≡ (3Vhot/4pi)1/3, (c) momentum psnr, (d) hot gas mass Mhot,
(e) thermal energy Eth, and (f) kinetic energy Ekin. Thick lines show M2P and thin lines E2P
models, with mean ambient density n0 = 0.1 (blue), 1 (green), and 10 (red). Note that rsnr < rhot
at early stages when the SNR is filled with hot gas since the mass-weighted radius is closer to the
shell radius in the CNM, and rsnr > rhot at later stages when the hot gas is depleted (see right
column in Figure 13).
Evidently, multiple SNe are able to inject more momentum when the ambient density is lower,
similar to the case of single SNe. However, the dependence on ambient density is even weaker
than in the single SN case. The final momenta for n0 = 0.1, 1, and 10 are pfinal = 2.2, 1.7, and
1.4 × 106 M km s−1, respectively. There is negligible increase in momentum shortly after the
final SN event, for all cases. Comparing multiple SNe to a single SN with the same total energy,
the ratios of the total momentum from M2P models to E2P models are 61%, 85%, and 98% for
n0 = 0.1, 1, and 10, respectively. The final momentum per SN event fitted to these results is
1.7× 105 M km s−1n−0.10 .
The differences among the M2P models can be understood partly based on the ratio of the SN
time interval tSN to the shell formation time tsf for the ambient medium. The interval tSN = 0.1 Myr
corresponds to tsf > tSN, tsf ∼ tSN, and tsf < tSN, for n0 = 0.1, 1, and 10, respectively. For M2P-
n10, new SN energy is injected only after completely exhausting the previous SN, since the interval
9A more realistic prescription, starting from a free expansion phase with ejecta, would be possible for subsequent
SNe expanding into hot regions, because the first SN makes the ambient density low enough to resolve this phase on
a grid that is suitable for large-scale ISM models. We defer explorations of this and other alternatives to future work,
keeping in mind that complex “early” feedback such as stellar winds and H II region expansion may also alter the
ambient state for secondary SNe. Here, we simply adopt a thermal energy initialization that is as similar as possible
to our treatment of single SNR, in order to compare the momentum that is injected.
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is much longer than the shell formation time tsf = 0.012 Myr in the ambient medium. The injection
of momentum is thus in discrete events, and the mass of hot gas never reaches values much larger
than that from a single SN event with ESN = 10
51 erg. Model E2P-n10 has a much higher peak
Mhot than that of M2P-n10, because Msf is nearly linearly proportional to ESN (see Equation (11)).
However, Mhot drops rapidly after the early shell formation for model E2P-n10. In model M2P-n10,
hot gas is replenished after each new SN event, resulting in larger occupying volume than E2P-n10.
Both mass and volume of hot gas decrease after the last SN due to depletion of hot gas by cooling,
while the mean radius of the SNR keeps increasing.
For M2P-n0.1, the evolution is quite different from M2P-n10. The mass of hot gas reaches
nearly an order of magnitude higher than for M2P-n10, and as the hot medium does not fully cool
in between events, the momentum injection becomes almost continuous rather than discrete. The
peak in Mhot occurs at nearly the same time for M2P-n0.1 as for E2P-n0.1, although for both the
hot gas is rapidly depleted after this time. The volume occupied by hot gas keeps increasing as rsnr
for both models.
The evolution of model M2P-n1 is intermediate between that of M2P-n10 and M2P-n0.1. The
mass of hot gas stays close to constant between the first and last SN, with only slight dips. The
hot gas volumes for M2P-n1 and E2P-n1 converge with each other. The momentum acquisition for
model M2P-n1 is therefore smoother than for model M2P-n10, and more discrete than for model
M2P-n0.1.
7. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
Utilizing the hydrodynamic code Athena with optically thin radiative cooling, we simulate the
expansion of radiative SNRs on three-dimensional Cartesian grids. For all models, each explosion is
numerically initiated by deposition of ESN = 10
51 erg in the form of thermal energy within a volume
of radius rinit. We consider three types of simulations: a single SN explosion in a uniform medium
(SU models; Section 4); a single SN explosion in a two-phase medium (S2P models; Section 5); and
multiple SN explosions in a two-phase medium (M2P models; Section 6). We cover a range of mean
density n0 = 0.1 − 100. For two-phase models, the cloud and intercloud densities are respectively
an order of magnitude above and below n0.
With the SU simulations, we first delineate the detailed evolution of radiative SNRs, in compar-
ison to analytic solutions and previous one-dimensional (spherical) numerical simulations. Among
other quantities, we evaluate the time, radius, mass, and momentum of the SNR at shell forma-
tion, and the final momentum of the expanding cooled shell. We then conduct a wide, systematic
parameter search to ascertain numerical conditions for “consistent convergence” (convergence for
all evolutionary stages) of SNR evolution. We find that rinit/rsf < 1/3, where rsf the size of SNR at
shell formation, guarantees consistent convergence, and the final momentum is within 25% or 18%
of high-resolution benchmarks provided that the grid resolution is ∆/rsf < 1/3 or ∆/rsf < 1/10,
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respectively.
We next conduct similar studies using more realistic ambient conditions, consisting of a two-
phase ISM characterized by irregular CNM clouds embedded in the WNM. We show that the
same numerical convergence conditions apply to the two-phase medium as the uniform medium,
and evolution follows a similar course, with comparable hot gas mass and momentum injection.
Finally, we investigate the momentum injection by multiple SNe in a two-phase medium, using the
same numerical criteria to set the initial SNR size. The details of evolution depend on the interval
between SNe compared to the shell formation time (which decreases with increasing mean ambient
density), but the final momenta of the expanding (combined) SNRs are similar in all cases.
Our main findings and implications are summarized below.
1. Stages of SNR Evolution –
Our simulations confirm the well-known evolutionary stages of a SNR subsequent to early
free expansion (e.g., Chevalier 1974; Cioffi et al. 1988; Thornton et al. 1998): an energy
conserving Sedov-Taylor (ST) phase, shell formation when the remnant becomes radiative, a
cooling-modified pressure-driven snowplow (PDS) phase, and a final momentum-conserving
expansion phase. In a uniform medium, the shell formation epoch is well defined by the
time at which the mass of hot gas attains its maximum, ∼ 103 M. Table 1 shows that the
analytic estimate for tsf from Equation (7) provides a reasonable match with our numerically-
measured tnsf ; this also agrees with previous numerical findings for shell formation based on
spherical one-dimensional simulations (Blondin et al. 1998; Thornton et al. 1998). The radius,
total SNR mass, and outward radial momentum at shell formation are also close to analytic
estimates.
In classical theory (e.g., Ostriker & McKee 1988; Draine 2011), an adiabatic PDS stage (with
constant interior mass and Phot ∝ r−5snr) follows shell formation, but this ideal situation is
not realized in practice (see also Cioffi et al. 1988; Thornton et al. 1998). Instead, the hot
interior expands into the back of the shell, where it condenses and cools. The mass of hot gas
and interior pressure drop by an order of magnitude within a few times tsf . With rapidly-
falling interior pressure, the momentum added to the shell during the PDS stage is modest
(see below). Figure 4 shows that for a uniform medium, SNR evolution through ST, shell
formation, cooling-modified PDS, and momentum-conserving stages is essentially congruent
for varying ambient density, when normalized by the SNR properties at tnsf .
For a two-phase ambient medium, Figure 10 shows similar evolutionary stages to the case
of a uniform medium. Although energy losses commence earlier (since dense clouds radiate
after they are shock-compressed), the mass of hot gas reaches a maximum (and then rapidly
declines) only when a strongly-cooling shell forms in the low-density volume-filling intercloud
medium. The numerically-computed shell formation time is in between the values of tsf
computed using the mean ambient density and using the density of the intercloud medium
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(Table 2). A hot, low-density and low pressure bubble is left behind as dense cloudlets and
an irregular shell of swept-up/cooled intercloud gas expand outward.
When multiple explosions occur sequentially in the same location, the evolution is either
highly impulsive or relatively smooth depending on the interval between SNe compared to
the shell formation time in the ambient medium (see Figure 14). Similar to the case of single
SNe, however, cooling of the interior implies that a constant asymptotic momentum is reached
shortly after the last SN event.
Most of our simulations consider evolution of SNR in an unmagnetized medium. However,
in the Appendix we include results for the evolution of magnetized models with a range of
plasma beta parameter for the background medium (β ≡ PISM/Pmag in the range 0.1 to 10).
For β = 1 and 10, evolution is essentially indistinguishable from the unmagnetized case up to
about 10tsf . For the β = 0.1 case, at late stages the shell thickens and becomes anisotropic due
to magnetic pressure and tension forces, and at very late stages the SNR becomes elongated
along the magnetic field (e.g., Hanayama & Tomisaka 2006).
2. Momentum Injection by a Single SN –
Our simulations show that most of the momentum of the expanding remnant is acquired
during the ST stage of evolution. For uniform ambient conditions, the final momentum is
only 50% larger than the momentum psf at shell formation, at all values of the ambient density
(see Figure 4). With the very weak dependence of psf on the ambient medium density (see
Table 1) as predicted by Equation (17), the final momentum injected by a single SN in a
uniform medium varies ∝ n−0.160 , yielding ∼ (1− 4)× 105 M km s−1 for n0 = 100− 0.1 (see
Equation (29)).
We show in Appendix that the momentum injection is the same for a magnetized medium
as for the unmagnetized case, when the plasma beta parameter exceeds 0.1. This is because
most of the momentum is acquired during stages when thermal pressure within the SNR
greatly exceeds magnetic forces.
For a two-phase ambient medium, most of the momentum is acquired during the period prior
to shell formation in the low-density intercloud medium (Figure 10). For given mean density,
there is some variation in when and how much total momentum is gained depending on the
locations and sizes of dense clouds around the explosion site (see Figure 12), at a level of
a few tens of percent. Averaging over different realizations, however, the momentum at the
shell formation time (when the hot gas mass is maximal) is within 20% of the value predicted
by Equation (17) using the mean density averaged over both dense clouds and low-density
intercloud medium (see “WHOLE” rows in Table 2). After shell formation, the momentum
increases by at most 50%. For a cloudy medium, the final momentum from a single SN varies
∝ n−0.170 is also in the range (1−4)×105 M km s−1 when the n0 = 100−0.1. (see Equation
(34)).
Our simulations show that the final momentum injected by a single SN is an order of mag-
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nitude larger than the initial momentum of the ejecta. This conclusion is insensitive to the
mean density of the ambient medium, and irrespective of strong inhomogeneity in the ISM
surrounding the explosion site. As a simple quantitative mnemonic, the momentum injected
by a single SN is comparable to the initial energy of the blast (1051 erg) divided by the speed
of the expanding shock wave when it becomes radiative (≈ 200 km s−1).
3. Implications for SN Momentum Injection in the ISM –
For scales larger than an individual star forming region, the amount of momentum injection
to the ISM by a SN dominates other possible sources of feedback associated with earlier
stages of a massive star’s evolution, such as stellar winds, radiation pressure, and H II region
expansion (see e.g., Matzner 2002; Murray et al. 2010; Ostriker & Shetty 2011, for analytic
estimates of inputs from these sources). In recent work, a simple momentum injection model
(at a level pfinal = 3 × 105 M km s−1 comparable to that found here) has been adopted to
treat SN feedback, driving turbulence in the ISM. Simulations implementing this “pure mo-
mentum” approach have been used to model molecule-dominated starburst regions (Shetty
& Ostriker 2012), multiphase atomic-dominated regions (Kim et al. 2011, 2013), and barred
spiral galaxies (Seo & Kim 2013, 2014). Among the successes of these models are reaching
realistic turbulence levels in the diffuse ISM, and achieving states of self-regulated star forma-
tion with rates that are consistent with observations (see also Ostriker et al. 2010; Ostriker
& Shetty 2011). In addition, Kim et al. (2014) demonstrated that synthetic H I 21 cm lines
reconstructed from the models of Kim et al. (2013) are consistent with the characteristics of
real 21 cm line observations by Roy et al. (2013b, see also Stanimirovic´ et al. 2014).
In many recent investigations studying individual galaxies (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2012b; Teyssier
et al. 2013; Agertz et al. 2013) or galaxy formation in a cosmological context (e.g., Guedes
et al. 2011; Stinson et al. 2013; Hopkins et al. 2014), it has been found that models with only
SN feedback are unable to limit star formation rates to realistic values. Concerns about the
inefficacy of SNe has prompted increased attention to other modes of feedback, a valuable
development in itself (especially for understanding the evolution of molecular clouds at stages
prior to the first SN). However, these concerns are to some extent misplaced, and reflect
numerical rather than physical limitations. In particular, it can be difficult to capture the
crucial (but spatially small scale) ST stage of evolution – when most of the momentum is
imparted – in simulations that must follow extremely large spatial scales and cannot afford
high resolution for the ISM. In item 4 below, we summarize the numerical requirements for
properly resolving SN momentum injection.
One reason for the current uncertainty about feedback from SN is that the real ISM is far from
homogeneous, whereas previous focused studies of SNR expansion have mostly considered
homogeneous (or at least isotropic) environments. For example, Agertz et al. (2013) applied
only the initial ejecta momentum pfree rather than the momentum at the end of ST phase psf
or the final momentum in the momentum conserving phase pfinal, citing concerns regarding
inhomogeneity of the site of SN explosion. However, as seen in Section 5, inhomogeneity of the
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background medium does not significantly affect the total momentum injection compared to
the uniform-medium case. The effective spatial scale for momentum deposition is larger in an
inhomogeneous medium than in a uniform medium, however, because the shock propagates
further in low-density intercloud gas before it becomes radiative.
Several independent studies contemporaneous with our own have also studied momentum
injection by SNR in the inhomogeneous ISM. Although different groups have considered
different environments and physical ingredients in their simulations, all have reached similar
conclusions: the final injected momentum in a homogeneous and inhomogeneous medium
are comparable to each other, and in good agreement with the results of our simulations.
This result is irrespective of initialization methods to impose inhomogeneity; we begin with
a two-phase cloud/intercloud medium produced by thermal instability, while Martizzi et al.
(2014) adopt a lognormal density distribution, Walch & Naab (2014) adopt a fractal density
structure, and Iffrig & Hennebelle (2014) initialize based on a turbulent velocity field. The
latter two studies also consider SNe within radially stratified clouds. Walch & Naab (2014)
and Geen et al. (2014) find that explosion of the SN within a pre-existing low density H II
region can enhance the momentum up to ∼ 5 × 105 M km s−1 (including the momentum
injected by H II region expansion) for solar metallicity.
4. Numerical Conditions for Correct SNR Evolution –
At the resolution of current galaxy formation simulations (tens of parsecs or larger), and with
realistic ISM densities, the ST phase cannot be properly resolved. This leads to the oft-cited
“overcooling problem,” namely that the energy of a SN is radiated away without having much
impact on the ISM, if it is initially deposited in too large an initial volume or mass. Although
this problem is well known, there has not previously been a systematic study to determine
the numerical requirements needed to avoid it.
Here, we have conducted a large set of simulations varying both the grid resolution (∆) and
the initial size of the SNR (rinit). We find that rinit/rsf < 1/3 is necessary to follow the hot
gas evolution properly. We also find that the final momentum is within 18% and 25% of
high-resolution benchmarks provided ∆ < rsf/10 and rsf/3, respectively. If the SN explosion
occurs within an ambient medium density of n0 = 1 or 10, rsf = 23 pc or 9 pc thus gives a
requirement of ∆ ∼ rinit < 7 pc or 3 pc, respectively, for ∆ = rinit = rsf/3
For practical purposes in an inhomogeneous medium, the resolution requirements can be ex-
pressed in terms of a maximum enclosed mass within the initial SNR. The criterion rinit/rsf <
1/3, equivalent to Minit < Msf/27, corresponds to an enclosed mass of Minit < (20− 110) M
for n0 = 100-0.1. Interestingly, this is similar to the condition adopted in Joung & Mac
Low (2006), who argued that Minit ∼ 60 M would yield an initial temperature in the range
of 106-107 K, for which the cooling rate would not be excessive. Joung & Mac Low (2006)
and subsequent studies by their colleagues (Joung et al. 2009; Hill et al. 2012) modelled lo-
cal galactic disks with large vertical domains, including hot gas created by SN shocks. The
numerical resolution of 1 pc combined with the condition Minit ∼ 60 M and dispersed SN
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events allowed them to correctly resolve the evolution of most SNRs. However, these models
did not include self-gravity, which can lead to higher densities at the sites of SN events such
that 1 pc grid resolution would be marginal or insufficient (considering that rsf/3 ∼ 1 pc for
n0 = 100); alternative approaches are discussed below.
5. Alternative Feedback Prescriptions
If ambient densities are not too high, and the grid is sufficiently fine, the needed resolution
requirements rinit/rsf < 1/3 (or Minit < Msf/27) and ∆/rsf < 1/10 can be met, and both
the hot gas evolution and momentum injection of a SN can be properly followed by injecting
thermal energy and allowing the SNR to progress through ST and radiative stages. We
recommend this approach for best fidelity in modeling SN feedback. However, this is not
always possible in numerical simulations, even with adaptive mesh refinement techniques.
In situations where it is impossible or impractical to resolve SNR evolution including the
ST stage, an alternative is to inject momentum directly to the gas surrounding the feedback
site. This will miss the direct effects of hot gas in the ISM (including potential losses of this
gas as a galactic wind), but it will still drive turbulence in the warm and cold phases of the
ISM, which enables star formation to be correctly self-regulated (Shetty & Ostriker 2012; Kim
et al. 2011, 2013). To allow for the (modest) dependence of momentum injection on ambient
conditions, we recommend that Equation (34) be used to set the value of the momentum after
the mean density in the numerical feedback region is measured.
In a spirit similar to the approach that we recommend, resolution-conditioned approaches to
feedback in galaxy formation simulations have been implemented recently by Hopkins et al.
(2014) and Kimm & Cen (2014). In both studies, SN feedback is assigned either by the ejecta
directly to nearby grid zones or SPH particles if the local resolution was high, or as “final”
(post-ST) momentum otherwise. In their SPH simulations, Hopkins et al. (2014) compared
the smoothing length with the shell formation radius rsf (Rcool in their nomenclature) derived
by Cioffi et al. (1988) to determine which prescription to apply. In their AMR simulations,
Kimm & Cen (2014) apply either the initial ejecta momentum or a “final” (post-ST) mo-
mentum to zones depending on whether the mass in a given feedback sector is greater or
less than a SNR would have at the “transition” time of Blondin et al. (1998). The resolu-
tion requirements we recommend, combined with our calibrations of momentum injection for
varying mean density, may be useful in refining and further developing conditional-feedback
prescriptions similar to these. The resolution requirements rinit/rsf < 1/3 and ∆/rsf < 1/10
that we have obtained through convergence studies could be immediately applied in grid-
based simulations that use similar finite-volume methods to those of the Athena code. For
SPH simulations, it would be straightforward to conduct an analogous study to determine
numerical requirements for convergence in the hot gas mass evolution and net momentum
injection.
6. Multiple SNe and Superbubbles/Galactic Winds –
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When a sufficiently massive star cluster forms, one can expect not a single but multiple
SN explosions to impact the surrounding ISM. Many previous studies of multiple SNe have
focused on what requirements must be met for a superbubble to break out of the disk and
drive a wind (e.g., Tomisaka & Ikeuchi 1986; McCray & Kafatos 1987; Mac Low et al. 1989;
Tenorio-Tagle et al. 1990; Koo & McKee 1992a,b; Roy et al. 2013a). In Section 6, we instead
quantify momentum injection to the ISM, which is key to settling the turbulence level and
rate of star formation. In this paper, we consider only a highly-idealized model of the impact
of a moderate-sized star cluster on the surrounding ISM, in which SN blasts are intermittent.
We explode 10 SNe with time interval of tSN = 0.1 Myr (M2P models) in a two-phase medium
with density of n0 = 0.1, 1, and 10, following evolution for a total of 2 Myr after the first
explosion (and 1 Myr after the last explosion). These specific conditions limit the SN bubble
size smaller than or comparable to the disk scale height, allowing us to explore the momentum
injection by a superbubble in a uniform medium.
When tsf < tSN, as for model M2P-n10, momentum is injected by individual events in a
discrete fashion, whereas in the opposite limit of tsf > tSN for model M2P-n0.1, momentum
injection is almost continuous. In spite of these differences, there is only ∼ 50% variation in
the final momentum measured in the three M2P models (pfinal = 14− 22× 105 M km s−1).
As for single SNe, the final momentum per SN event in the M2P models is comparable to the
prediction psf of Equation (17). For comparison, we also conduct comparison models with
a single SN having ESN = 10
52 erg (E2P models); the final momenta for E2P models are a
factor 1− 2 larger than for the corresponding M2P models.
In recent one-dimensional simulations of sequential SNe, Sharma et al. (2014) have found
that with a sufficiently large number of SNe (i.e. a sufficiently small mean interval tSN),
the evolution of the SN bubble approaches the limit of continuous energy injection and an
adiabatic interior, as in Weaver et al. (1977) (see also Tomisaka et al. 1981; McCray & Kafatos
1987; Ostriker & McKee 1988; Koo & McKee 1992a,b). For continuous energy injection, the
radius evolves with η = 3/5 rather than η = 2/5 or 1/4. Substantial energy (about 10-30% of
total explosion energy) can remain in this limit (see also Vasiliev et al. 2015), as is required
to explain observations of systems such as M82 (e.g., Strickland & Heckman 2009).
Although our M2P models create large, low-density hot volumes that resemble observed
superbubbles, here we have not considered a stratified medium or highly-dynamic initial
conditions for the ambient warm/cold ISM. For a realistic cluster lifetime with tSN = 0.1 Myr,
however, the total number of massive stars that could undergo core collapse is closer to 300,
which would drive a superbubble expansion over a much longer period, such that its radius
could easily exceed the disk scale height. More massive clusters would have even shorter
mean intervals between SN events, and could easily lead to superbubble breakout. For more
comprehensive studies for superbubble evolution, stratification of the disk should thus be
taken into account, in addition to the small-scale inhomogeneity that we have included. A
natural extension of the present work is to include both effects, together with multiple SNe,
to study the superbubble breakout and creation of galactic winds that may occur when a very
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massive cluster forms.
Finally, we note some caveats related to limitations of the models we have presented. Because
our resolution is insufficient to capture ablation of small clouds by the instabilities (Rayleigh-Taylor
and Kelvin-Helmholtz) arising from shock-cloud interactions (e.g., Klein et al. 1994), our models
may underestimate cooling within the SNR. Similarly, as we do not include thermal conduction
(e.g., Cowie & McKee 1977; Cowie et al. 1981; Balbus & McKee 1982), we may be missing an
increase in the mass of hot gas and enhanced cooling due to evaporation of and radiation from
clouds. Compared to SNR evolution within a uniform intercloud medium, cloud ablation and
evaporation lead to earlier shell formation as the effective density of the ambient medium is higher
than that of the intercloud medium. The momentum injection could also be reduced somewhat
due to additional radiative losses of energy. Although our simulation cannot fully capture cloud
ablation and evaporation, these effects have been captured to some extent: in models S2P, the
shell formation radius is smaller than that in a purely warm medium (see Table 2). Also, the final
injected momentum is smaller in models S2P than SU (see Equations (29) and (34)), and among
10 different realizations a slightly smaller momentum is obtained when the SNR sweeps up more
cold clouds.
However, it is also important to note that effects of thermal conduction and cloud ablation
become more complex for a magnetized medium, as is true for the ISM. Thermal conduction is
anisotropic, so that the heat flux across the magnetic field is largely suppressed (Spitzer 1962).
When a shock encounters a cloud, the magnetic field becomes wrapped around the cloud (piled
up in front of the cloud, and trailing downstream). This geometry limits heat flux from the hot
medium to the cloud. In addition, hydrodynamic instabilities are strongly suppressed with near-
equipartition magnetic fields β ∼ 1 (e.g., Mac Low et al. 1994; Fragile et al. 2005; Shin et al. 2008).
Calculations of shock-cloud interactions including magnetic fields, anisotropic thermal conduction,
and radiative cooling by Orlando et al. (2008) have shown that magnetic fields with moderate
strength (β = 4) indeed suppress heat transfer and hydrodynamic instabilities (see also Johansson
& Ziegler 2013). In future work, it will be interesting to extend the SNR expansion simulations
of this paper to include magnetic fields and anisotropic conduction, in order to quantify possible
changes in the momentum injection, maximum mass of hot gas, and other basic properties. In
addition, complete models would include cosmic ray pressure, which can potentially boost the late-
time SNR expansion and momentum. The magnitude of this effect depends on the diffusivity of
the cosmic ray fluid, which is becoming increasing well characterized from recent hybrid kinetic
simulations (e.g., Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014).
We are grateful to the referee for an extremely thorough report, which helped us to improve
the manuscript. This work was supported by Grant No. AST-1312006 from the National Science
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which is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NSF PHY11-25915. This
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A. Single SN in Uniform, Magnetized Medium
The effect of magnetic fields in SNR evolution was initially investigated using spherically
symmetric one-dimensional simulations, in which magnetic pressure forces are included but the
full MHD equations are not solved (Chevalier 1974; Slavin & Cox 1992) (this can approximately
represent an equatorial band tangent to a uniform external magnetic field). The strong magnetic
pressure within the compressed shell results in a thicker shell and recompresses hot gas in the later
times. Hanayama & Tomisaka (2006) followed the long-term evolution of a SNR in a magnetized
medium using axisymmetric two-dimensional simulations, and showed that the magnetic tension
force also helps broaden the shell and compress the hot gas (see also Ferriere et al. 1991, for
supperbubble expansion). Magnetic fields play an important role in determining the volume of the
hot gas in very late stages of a SNR, and therefore affects the porosity of the ISM.
Here, we are interested in assessing potential effects of magnetic fields on momentum injection
by SNRs in the ISM. We have re-run the set of SU models, but now include a uniform magnetic
field in the z-direction B0 = (0, 0, Bz,0). The magnetic field strength is set by using the plasma
beta
β ≡ 8piPISM
B2z,0
, (A1)
where the thermal pressure of the ISM in our models varies with the mean density, n0 ≡ nH/1 cm−3,
as PISM = 1500n0kB cm
−3 K. For reference, the magnetic field strength is
Bz,0 = 3.2µG
(
PISM/kB
3000 cm−3 K
)1/2
β−1/2 = 2.3(n0/β)1/2 µG. (A2)
This preprint was prepared with the AAS LATEX macros v5.2.
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Fig. 15.— Time evolution of models analogous to SU-n1 (n0 = 1 cm
−3 and ESN = 1051 erg), but
with initial uniform magnetic fields characterized by varying β. (a) mass-weighted radius, (b) the
effective radius of the hot gas volume, (c) total, thermal and kinetic energies, (d) mass of interior
hot gas and shell, (e) total radial momentum, and (f) pressure of interior hot gas. Grid resolution
is ∆ = 1/2 pc and the initial SNR radius is rinit = 3 pc. The vertical dot-dashed lines in each panel
denote the predicted shell formation time tsf = 4.4× 104 yr (Equation (7)) for this model without
magnetic fields.
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Fig. 16.— YZ-slices from magnetized model with n0 = 1 and β = 0.1, corresponding to Bz,0 =
7.2µG. From top to bottom, logarithmic color scales show number density, pressure, temperature,
and plasma beta. From left to right, columns correspond to snapshots at t/tsf ∼ 1/2, 1, 2, and 7.
Magnetic field lines are shown in the second row (pressure).
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Figure 15 plots time evolution of physical properties of the SNR in models SU-n1 with β = 0.1,
1, 10, and ∞. All models follow almost the same evolution except at late time in the model with
β = 0.1. It is obvious that the magnetic energy in the shell becomes comparable to the thermal
energy of the shell only for β = 0.1 after shell formation (see Figure 15(c)). As reported in earlier
work, a strong magnetic field within the shell recompresses the interior hot gas (smaller rhot at
late time for β = 0.1), leading to larger Mhot and Phot at late times (see Figure 15(d) and (f)).
However, the radial momentum is almost the same for all cases. This is because the majority of
the momentum is injected to the ISM before the magnetic energy in the shell is very large. Even
for the β = 0.1 case, full momentum is acquired by (2-3)tsf , when the magnetic energy just begins
to dominate the thermal energy.
Figure 16 displays the structure of the model with n0 = 1 and β = 0.1 in the YZ plane. Early
evolution is the same as for the unmagnetized model (left three columns, see Figure 3), while non-
spherical structure emerges in the latest stage (rightmost column). The outer shock can propagate
farther in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic fields (fast mode), while shell broadening
results in compression of the interior hot gas.
We have also performed simulations analogous to models SU-n0.1, SU-n10, and SU-n100 with
β = 0.1, 1, and 10. We find that the normalized evolution for all cases is “congruent” (as in
unmagnetized models) up to 2 or 3 tsf , so that the final momentum remains unchanged. This
suggests that ISM magnetic fields with reasonable strengths of β = 0.1 − 10 may be able to alter
late time evolution and porosity of the hot gas, but would not significantly affect the injected
momentum (see also Iffrig & Hennebelle 2014).
